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Current Strategies for Management of Medulloblastoma
Michael D. Prados

Charles B. Wilson Professor of Neurological Surgery and Professor of Pediatrics, University of California San Francisco,
1450 3rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94150, USA; michael.prados@ucsf.edu

Abstract: Medulloblastoma (MB) is the most common malignant central nervous system tumor
of childhood, which includes multiple molecular subgroups (4) and subtypes (8 to 12), each with
different outcomes and potential therapy options. Long-term survival remains poor for many of
the subtypes, with high late mortality risks and poor health-related quality of life. Initial treatment
strategies integrate molecular subgroup information with more standard clinical and phenotypic
factors to risk stratify newly diagnosed patients. Clinical trials treating relapsed disease, often
incurable, now include multiple new approaches in an attempt to improve progression-free and
overall survival.
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1. Introduction

Medulloblastomas comprise >90% of pediatric embryonal tumors with an incidence
that ranges from 5 to 11 cases per 1 million individuals [1]. They arise within and constitute
approximately 40% of all posterior fossa tumors. As with other embryonal tumors, they
have the propensity to disseminate through the brain and spinal cord. The diagnosis is
based on MRI imaging of the brain and spine and confirmed with surgical histology and
molecular features (Table 1). Post-operative staging includes repeat cranial axis imaging
and sampling of the cerebral spinal fluid for circulating tumor cells. There are now at least
four molecular subgroups—Wingless-activated (WNT), Sonic Hedgehog-activated (SHH),
and non-WNT/non-SHH (including Groups 3 and 4) [2]. Each has distinct molecular
profiles and clinical outcomes, as currently defined in the 2021 WHO classification [3,4]. In
addition to the subgroups, there are between 8 and 12 subtypes, primarily involving SHH,
group 3, and group 4. DNA methylation is now considered the most accurate approach
for accurate diagnosis. Standard of care treatment is based upon the extent of disease
burden, age, and molecular/pathology classification [5]. In general, this includes max-
imal safe surgical resection, craniospinal irradiation (CSI), and cytotoxic chemotherapy,
typically cyclophosphamide, lomustine, cisplatin, and vincristine combinations. Younger
children are treated with intensive chemotherapy following surgery, with the goal to avoid
radiotherapy with its attendant neurocognitive late effects [6]. Outcomes generally are
based on prognostic factors (Table 2). Overall survival typically is 80% for average risk
(total or near total resection and no metastatic disease) and 60% for high-risk disease (all
others) [7–9]. Lower survivals globally from low-and middle-income countries are due
to the limitation of resources [10,11]. These outcomes are not insurmountable, however,
as reported, India has shown 5-year 62% survival for high-risk disease, similar to those
reported in North America and Europe [12,13]. Relapsed medulloblastoma is often incur-
able [14–18]. Long-term survival continues to be problematic due to secondary neoplasms
and other treatment-related chronic medical toxicities, with a reported 15-year mortality
rate of over 20% [19,20]. Medulloblastoma can also arise in the setting of hereditary cancer
predisposition syndromes. Germline mutations occur in approximately 5% of all patients
diagnosed with medulloblastoma. Mutations have been identified in APC, BRCA2, PALB2,
PTCH1, SUFU, and TP53 [21]. Testing for germline alterations is becoming more prevalent
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and has implications for long-term follow-up of both the patient and family members.
Typical alterations are shown in Table 3.

Thus, the intent of therapy is both overall survival benefits, as well as improved quality
of life.

Table 1. Pathology.

Medulloblastoma, molecularly defined

Medulloblastoma, WNT-activated

Medulloblastoma, SHH-activated and TP53-wild type

Medulloblastoma, SHH-activated and TP53-mutant.

Medulloblastoma, non-WNT/non-SHH.

Medulloblastoma, histologically defined

Desmoplastic nodular medulloblastoma

Medulloblastoma with extensive nodularity

Large cell medulloblastoma

Anaplastic medulloblastoma

Table 2. Prognostic Factors.

Age at Diagnosis (high risk < 3 years of age; exception for desmoplastic
medulloblastoma/medulloblastoma with extensive nodularity (MBEN))

Tumor histopathology (high risk: large cell/anaplastic variant)

Extent of CNS disease at diagnosis (high risk: >1.5 cm residual disease, and/or metastatic disease
in brain and spine)

Biological/molecular tumor cell characteristics (high risk: group 3 and group 4 subgroups, SHH
withTP53 alteration; lower risk: SHH with wild-type TP53 and WNT subgroup)

Table 3. Associated germ-line alterations.

Li-Fraumeni Syndrome (TP53 gene)

BRCA-associated tumors (BRCA2,PALB2 gene)

Turcot Syndrome (APC gene)

Gorlin Syndrome (PTCH1 and SUFU gene)

Rubinstein-Taybi Syndrome (CREBBP gene)

2. Up-Front Clinical Trials

Clinical trials for newly diagnosed diseases incorporate molecular subgroups in addi-
tion to clinical and radiological risk factors. Highlights of some (but not all) recent studies
include the following:

ACNS0331 was a trial for average-risk disease (NCT00085735): it randomized children
to either standard dose (23.4 Gy) or reduced dose (18 Gy) CSI [7]. Adjuvant chemotherapy
included cisplatin, lomustine, and vincristine alternating with cyclophosphamide and
vincristine. Results were inferior with the reduced radiation dose treatment, except for
WNT-activated subgroups.

ACNS0332 was a trial for newly diagnosed high-risk medulloblastoma (NCT00392327):
it assessed the addition of carboplatin concomitantly with radiation as well as the role of
isotretinoin as a pro-apoptotic agent. While isotretinoin did not affect patient outcomes,
the study did include a sub analysis of molecular subgroups for both interventions; this
analysis demonstrated a survival advantage with the addition of carboplatin to radiation
in patients with group 3 medulloblastoma [22].
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ACNS0334 was a trial using high-dose chemotherapy in young children (generally
considered a high-risk group with some exceptions), which included induction treatment
with three cycles of intensive chemotherapy (cisplatin, cyclophosphamide, vincristine,
etoposide) randomizing to the use of high-dose methotrexate or no methotrexate, followed
by three cycles of high-dose carboplatin and thiotepa with stem cell rescue. Radiotherapy
was given at the preference of the treating physician. Patients treated with methotrexate
had a better 5-year EFS (68.2% versus 45.8%) [23].

Head Start III was another trial using intensive treatment for younger children,
also using intensive chemotherapy, using a regimen like ACNS0334 including high-dose
methotrexate for all children, followed by one cycle of high-dose thiotepa, carboplatin, and
etoposide. Radiation was allowed for children older than six, or those without complete
response. The best outcome was for those with nodular desmoplastic disease (5-year EFS of
89%). Those with classical or large cell anaplastic disease had worse outcomes (5-year EFS
of 26% and 38% respectively). Of particular interest, those with metastatic desmoplastic
disease also had an excellent outcome (5-year EFS of 82%), suggesting that traditional risk
staging can be overcome by high-dose chemotherapy approaches [24].

Head Start IV trial (NCT02875314) is a prospective randomized study that treated
younger children based on molecular subtype and response to induction chemotherapy to
compare the efficacy of one versus three tandem cycles of myeloablative therapy. A subset
of children with localized, average-risk SHH medulloblastoma were recently reported in
abstract form. This subgroup was non-randomly assigned to receive three cycles of induc-
tion chemotherapy (vincristine, cisplatin, cyclophosphamide, etoposide, and high-dose
methotrexate) followed by consolidation with a single cycle of myeloablative chemotherapy
(thiotepa, carboplatin, etoposide) and stem cell rescue. Patients with less than a complete
response after three induction cycles received two additional cycles prior to consolidation
therapy. A total of 28 children with localized SHH medulloblastoma were enrolled in the
trial with a median age of 2.1 years. The estimated 3-year event-free (EFS) and overall
survival (OS) was 96% (CI: 89–100%) and 100%, respectively. The estimated 3-year EFS for
SHH subtype 1 and 2 patients was 100% and 95%, respectively (p = 0.65). None of the M0
SHH medulloblastoma patients received irradiation [25].

SJMB03 trial (NCT00085202) was a risk-adaptive trial for both average and high-risk
disease. Craniospinal radiation dose was reduced to 23.4 Gy in average-risk patients, and
36–39 Gy given for high-risk disease. Four cycles of adjuvant high-dose chemotherapy
were given with stem cell support. Overall, three low-risk groups (WNT, low-risk SHH,
and low-risk combined groups 3 and 4) and two very high-risk groups (high-risk SHH
and high-risk combined groups 3 and 4) were defined. All patients with the WNT sub-
group fared excellently (100% 5-year and overall survival). For patients with the SHH
subgroup, metastatic disease, or LC/anaplastic histology, MYCN or GLI2 amplification,
or chromosome 17p loss were all significantly associated with poor outcome (25% PFS at
5 years). Otherwise, SHH subgroup patients fared very well (>75% PFS at 5-years). For
high-risk patients, PFS at 5 years was 40.6% for group 3, and 68.1% for group 4. For com-
bined subgroups 3 and 4, further risk assessment, using a joint clinical plus subtype-driven
approach (based upon methylation subtype profiling using previously described eight
subtypes) was used to identify three risk groups: low (patients with M0 and subtype VII),
intermediate (patients with M0 and subtype I, II, IV, V, VI, and VIII), and high (patients with
M+ disease or subtype III or MYC amplified) [8]. Prospective evaluation of these molecular
subtype-specific cohorts is needed to validate these findings.

CTRI/2017/12/010767 (Clinical Trials Registry of India) was a trial in newly diagnosed,
non-metastatic WNT tumors, attempting to omit brain and spine radiotherapy in this good-
risk disease. Following surgery and staging, focal radiotherapy to the tumor bed only was
given, followed by more standard adjuvant chemotherapy [26]. The study was closed early
after seven patients were accrued, with three having a failure in the brain and/or spine.
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NCT02212574 was a trial that attempted radiotherapy avoidance by using chemother-
apy only in the WNT subgroup disease but was halted prematurely due to an unacceptably
high rate of relapse [27].

ACNS1422 (NCT02724579) and FOR-WNT2 (NCT04474964) are trials testing reduced-
dose craniospinal irradiation (18 Gy) plus fewer maintenance cycles of adjuvant chemother-
apy for low-risk WNT-driven tumors to further de-intensify treatment in this good-risk
subgroup. ACNS1422 also omits the use of vincristine during radiotherapy. Results are
pending.

St. Jude SJMB12 clinical trial for newly diagnosed medulloblastoma (NCT01878617),
as well as the International Society of Pediatrics Oncology (SIOP) medulloblastoma trials
PNET 5 MB-LR and PNET 5 MB-SR, are ongoing risk-stratified protocols, assigning risk
according to both clinical and molecular features. The results of those trials are eagerly
awaited.

There have been many other trials for newly diagnosed disease, and in general, seem
to confirm the use of the four major subgroups as stratification risks, to be combined with
clinical features. All have shown excellent outcomes in WNT-driven disease, but even in
this setting, radiotherapy seems required for long-term benefit. Within the other subgroups,
further refinement of risk, now using methylation subgroup profiling (including subtypes
as well) along with clinical features, is needed.

3. Strategies at Relapse

Standard and more high-dose chemotherapy studies have been described in relapsed
disease. Unfortunately, while some show efficacy in the short term, few appear curative,
with a clear highly unmet need.

One commonly used chemotherapy approach is based upon ACNS0821, a randomized
phase 2 trial evaluating the use of temozolomide and irinotecan with or without beva-
cizumab in relapsed medulloblastoma. Median OS was 13 months in the standard arm
and 19 months with the addition of bevacizumab; median event-free survival (EFS) was 6
months and 9 months, respectively [28].

Another chemotherapy approach uses an anti-angiogenic strategy in relapsed medul-
loblastoma (and other tumors) called MEMMAT, which evaluates the use of biweekly
intravenous bevacizumab in combination with five oral drugs (thalidomide, celecoxib,
fenofibrate, and alternating cycles of daily low-dose oral etoposide and cyclophosphamide),
augmented with alternating courses of intrathecal etoposide and cytarabine (NCT01356290).
This regimen, while seemingly complicated, is well tolerated and carried out as outpa-
tient therapy. Recently, a MEMMAT “like” protocol result was just published in a group
of children with relapsed medulloblastoma before the NCT01356290 trial was initiated.
Treatment consisted of daily oral thalidomide, fenofibrate, celecoxib, and alternating 21-day
cycles of low-dose oral etoposide and cyclophosphamide supplemented by IV bevacizumab
and intraventricular therapy consisting of alternating etoposide and liposomal cytarabine.
Median overall survival (OS) after recurrence for the whole group was 29.5 months with
OS of 48.3 ± 9.3% at three years and progression-free survival of 42.0 ± 9.5% at three
years [29].

Subgroup-specific small molecule targeted strategies are clearly needed in patients
with relapsed disease. These studies are complicated by the small number of cases, het-
erogenous subtypes, and lack of available tumor tissue at the time of relapse. In the case of
SHH diseases, multiple mutations exist, including PTCH1, suppressor of fused homologue
(SUFU), Smoothened (SMO), and GLI in a high proportion of tumors. High-level amplifica-
tions may also be associated including MYCL, GLI2, PPM1D, YAP1, and MDM4, as well
as MYCN expression. Several studies have evaluated the use of the SHH inhibitors vis-
modegib or sonidegib in patients with relapsed SHH-MB [30–32]. Unfortunately, sustained
responses, when seen, are infrequent. As mentioned, intra-subgroup heterogeneity exists
within SHH tumors, as with other subgroups. For instance, the response to SHH inhibitors
is found specifically in patients with mutations upstream of Smoothened (SMO) [33].
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Pre-clinical studies to define specificity (along with the required biomarkers) along with
knowledge of resistance mechanisms are required in order to prioritize potential agents
and to specifically stratify patients into targeted agent studies. Targeted agents can cause
late effects, such as irreversible growth plate fusions, that also need to be considered when
using these agents [34]. At this point, single-agent small molecule therapies do not appear
sufficient to control disease at relapse.

The Pacific Pediatric Neuro-Oncology Consortium (PNOC) is evaluating a number
of strategies for the management of relapsed medulloblastoma. A more patient-specific
precision approach may be reasonable to consider, given that preclinical testing, including
sophisticated molecular profiling, may not provide sufficient evidence to support single-
agent targeted clinical testing [35]. PNOC027 (NCT05057702) is a pilot trial of real-time
drug screening combined with genomic testing to determine an individualized treatment
plan for these patients. Surgically acquired fresh tumor tissue removed at the time of
relapse is prepared and sent to a CLIA-approved laboratory for drug testing, using a
predefined medulloblastoma panel of drugs. A per-patient molecular tumor board reviews
the results of the drug screen and sequencing, allowing up to four FDA-approved agents
to be used in combination. The drugs chosen are primarily based on the potency of the
assay (lowest IC50, and percent viability), potential for blood–brain barrier penetration,
drug class, and toxicity. The intent is to recommend drugs that are highly potent and likely
to reach therapeutic levels in tumors, along different classes, with minimal overlapping
toxicity. While designed as a feasibility study, the trial will also assess safety as well as any
preliminary efficacy signals using objective response as the readout. Enrollment has just
begun, and results are anticipated by late 2024.

The interplay of chromatin remodeling, MYC overexpression, and histone deacetylase
(HDAC) inhibitors have suggested therapeutic strategies for MYC-driven medulloblas-
toma [36,37]. In addition, PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling is also altered, with preclinical
evidence that inhibitors can target medulloblastoma and decrease growth in vitro and
in vivo, with synergistic effects combined with HDAC inhibitors [38–40]. Given these
preclinical data, PNOC016 (NCT03893487) was designed as both a target validation study
(the primary objective) and a preliminary efficacy trial to evaluate drug penetration of the
pan-HDAC and PI3K inhibitor fimepinostat for newly diagnosed diffuse intrinsic pontine
glioma, recurrent high-grade glioma, and recurrent medulloblastoma. Patients who are
surgical candidates are eligible and receive the drug two days prior and on the day of
surgery for the phase 0 PK/PD component of the trial and then continue the drug following
surgical recovery. Accrual has now ended, with results expected soon.

While cytotoxic therapies and molecularly targeted agents are important to explore,
Immune modulation also continues to be investigated in medulloblastoma, including the
use of viruses, CAR T cell-based strategies, vaccines, and other approaches.

The measles virus is a negative strand, RNA virus, whose genome includes six protein
products. Three of these proteins participate in the formation of the viral envelope; the H-
protein is the surface glycoprotein that mediates measles virus attachment to its receptors,
the CD46 molecule, and the SLAM receptor (the latter being predominantly present on
activated B and T cells) and the recently identified nectin-4 receptor. During natural
infection, the virus replicates in susceptible tissues causing a cytopathic effect, with the
development of multinucleated giant cells (syncytia). Cells infected can cause fusion not
only with other infected cells but also with uninfected neighboring cells [41–43]. Human
studies have been carried out in adult glioma and other solid tumors, given intravenously,
intratumorally, and intraperitoneally and found to be safe with some degree of single-agent
efficacy. Based upon the preclinical and adult clinical trial data PNOC005 (NCT02962167)
was designed as a phase 1 trial investigating the safety of modified measles virus (MV-NIS)
in patients with recurrent medulloblastoma, given either directly into the tumor at the time
of surgical resection, or via the CSF via lumbar injections. The initial cohorts of patients
received a single infusion (CSF or tumor), while a second group was allowed up to two CSF
infusions. The primary endpoint was safety. Preliminary data support the safety of these
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delivery approaches, suggesting that this oncolytic virus could potentially be combined
with other agents/strategies. Patient accrual has been completed, and results are being
compiled.

Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell strategies also continue to be investigated.
Targets include HER2, B7-H3, EPHA2, GD2, PRAME207, and Interleukin 13 receptor
α2, most of which are known to be expressed on medulloblastoma tumor cells. HER2
(NCT03500991) and B7-H3 (NCT04185038) CAR-T cell trials are ongoing [44–46]. EPHA2,
HER2, and interleukin 13 receptors have all been identified as cell-surface targets expressed
in medulloblastoma, with preclinical evidence to support a combination study [47,48].
While cost and patient access remain significant limitations, early experience using these
CARs have been instrumental in optimizing CAR designs, management of toxicities, and
CNS delivery strategies. Anecdotal reports of efficacy support continued clinical develop-
ment in medulloblastoma and other CNS tumors. This is a fast-moving clinical effort, and
larger sample size prospective trial results are eagerly anticipated.

PNOC025 (NCT05169944), is a recently opened phase 1 trial of the anti-CD47 mono-
clonal antibody Magrolimab, targeting part of the signal-regulatory protein (SIRP) α-CD47
pathway. CD47 is a phagocytosis checkpoint expressed on macrophages. Magrolimab
blocks CD47 signaling and allows for macrophage-mediated phagocytosis in a number
of tumor types, including medulloblastoma [49]. This trial just began enrollment, and
while a safety study, it also incorporates unique imaging biomarkers to assess macrophage
engagement in tumor regions. A potential future trial being considered will combine this
antibody with other checkpoint inhibitors and/or cytotoxic agents, as a multi-targeted
approach. As part of this and other PNOC clinical trials, as either secondary or exploratory
endpoints, cell-free tumor DNA in both CSF and blood are collected longitudinally as an
approach to assess tumor burden, to correlate both with imaging findings, and potentially
early efficacy signals of treatment response [50,51].

PNOC028 is a soon-to-open phase 1 study evaluating the safety and efficacy of intra-
tumoral injections of ex vivo expanded natural killer (NK) cells in children and young adults
with recurrent supratentorial malignant brain tumors, including embryonal tumors. NK
cells constitute between 5 and 15% of the peripheral blood lymphocyte population and have
cytotoxic and regulatory activity [52]. They participate in cancer cell recognition through
antibody-mediated cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) and recognize infected cells or cancer
cells that express danger signals including stress ligands, viral proteins, and antibodies.
One main aspect that differentiates NK cells from T lymphocytes is that their recognition
of targets does not depend on HLA antigen presentation. In this regard, they bypass
the critical requirements for the therapeutic benefit of antigen-directed immunotherapies
such as tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, vaccines, and checkpoint inhibitors. Instead,
they express receptors that allow for their recognition of malignant transformation but
also control for self-tolerance. In addition to their direct anti-tumor activity, NK cells
release interferon-γ and other cytokines, which result in several anti-cancer effects through
crosstalk with the adaptive immune system, including activation of T-cells and dendritic
cells, T-cell migration to the cancer and B-cell maturation.

NK cells have also shown in vitro and in vivo activity against brain tumors, including
GBM and medulloblastoma [53,54] and more importantly that injection to the contralat-
eral side resulted in the migration of the NK cells across the normal brain into the tumor
site. The group at MD Anderson Cancer Center (MDACC) initiated a Phase I clinical
trial (NCT02271711) to expand and infuse autologous ex vivo expanded NK cells locore-
gionally into the fourth ventricle in children who have undergone resection of recurrent
infratentorial tumors, including medulloblastoma. Results are pending for that trial.

A key contributor to intracranial tumor immunosuppression is transforming growth
factor-beta (TFGβ) secreted by tumor cells and tumor-associated macrophages. The group
at Nationwide described a modification to a previous method that enhances NK cell func-
tion and overcomes TGFβ-induced suppression (referred to as TGFβ “imprinting” (TGFβi))
by chronically stimulating the NK cells with TGFβ during the expansion process [55]. The
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resulting TGFβi NK cells exhibit high cytotoxicity and a pro-inflammatory hypersecretion
of interferon-γ and tumor necrosis factor-alpha in response to tumor targets. In addition,
this group has been able to identify blood donor pools with specific genotyping and HLA
typing to allow for an “off the shelf” product, rather than relying upon autologous ex-
pansion of individual patient NK cells. Thus, PNOC028 will use this optimized NK cell
product, evaluating the tolerability and feasibility of intra-tumoral infusions of expanded
ex vivo TGFβi NK cells via an Ommaya reservoir in patients with recurrent or progressive
supratentorial malignant brain tumors. Protocol activation is pending final FDA and IRB
approvals.

These and many other ideas beyond the scope of this review have surfaced over the
last decade, given the intense desire and clear need to define new therapeutic options
for high-risk relapsed disease. A “one size fits all” approach is no longer relevant given
the degree of biologic differences that exist with subgroups and clearly within individual
patients. A major challenge going forward is to optimize the use of clinical trial designs
that take into account both the rarity and heterogeneity found in relapsed disease.

4. Conclusions

Medulloblastoma is a complex, heterogeneous group of tumors with multiple sub-
groups and subtypes, each with important biologic and clinical differences. Much more
preclinical data is needed to understand the underlining biology more fully, both at ini-
tial diagnosis and at the time of relapse. Relevant animal models need to incorporate
these differences, in order to better rank and prioritize treatment. Ideally, combination ap-
proaches would be developed, targeting multiple pathways and targets, including cytotoxic
(chemotherapy and radiotherapy), small molecule targeted therapy, and immunotherapy
strategies. As therapies are being developed, efforts to comprehensively understand their
effects in relation to this heterogeneity, as well as changes induced over time by treatment,
are required to best understand their successes and failures. Clinical researchers can use
this information to more specifically risk stratify and personalize treatment. For some
tumors (e.g., WNT driven), the research is directed toward de-intensifying treatment; for
others, better outcomes are needed and thus improved therapeutics. Late effects are critical
to keep in mind, including secondary malignancies and other end-organ diseases, as well
as neurocognitive sequelae [56].

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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